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The Problem



Ulterior 
Motives
dailyotter.org/2011/08/14/plotting-otter-plots/
The plan: Let's do a 
workshop!




erhelp@uncg.edu (Your Best Referral!)
• Provide:
• Name and contact info of the patron
• Name of resource and what access method they were using to get to the 
resource (Journal A-Z? Database? Google Scholar? The Catalog?)
• Error message received (if any)
• Description of any methods you used to do initial troubleshooting.
A Chat comes through…
• Hello, I am trying to access an article in the International Journal of 
Nursing Education Scholarship, and the library website says we have 
access, but when I click on the link to the article there is only an 
option to purchase the article or sign in with a username or 
password. Please advise.
Lessons Learned
More group 
work
Drawing by Sam Garton.
This time with 
librarians!
Illustration by Kit Chase 
“Bookish Otter” 
Actual computer lab!
More group 
work
Assessment
Illustration by Sam 
Garton
Positives
I really like the explanation 
of how things are handled 
on the backside. the flow chart of 
sorts on how to 
diagnose technical 
issues was great!
Negatives
spending more time on 
the flowchart(especially 
the bottom boxes) for 
clarity with solid 
examples would have 
helped clarity.
More time for the 
practical side of training 
as it was helpful but my 
partner was not able to 
give it a go because of 
time constraints
Improvement in erhelp emails
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